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Executive Summary
The following is a report on the transfer station evaluations conducted by Rocky Mountain Engineering
and Surveying (RMES) from May 2012 to February 2013, at the request of the Bannock Transportation
Planning Organization (BTPO). Four bus stop locations in the Pocatello, ID area were chosen to be
evaluated for improvements to passenger comfort and safety. The objective of this study is to establish
a location for modification or replacement of existing bus stops. There were multiple options evaluated
for each bus stop location, and each option was analyzed to find the best possible site. Once the
preferred location was established, a design was formulated to meet Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), and Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) requirements, along with Transit Cooperative Research
Program (TCRP) recommendations. Safety, passenger information, movement of buses, accessible
routes of pedestrian travel, and effects on surrounding property were other aspects considered in the
analysis of each transfer station. Each location will have a shelter installed to better provide for
passenger comfort and protection from environmental factors.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this report is to establish four sites for transfer stations to be located; either by
modifying existing bus stop locations, or constructing a new area near the existing site for a new bus
stop transfer location. This would result in better comfort, safety, shelter, and passenger information for
each individual passenger travelling by bus transit. The transfer locations included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Olympus Drive and Pocatello Creek
7th Avenue and Sherman Street
Cedar Street and Warren Street
Moreland Avenue and Garret Way

For each site, several different locations were analyzed in order to determine the best possible location
based on which site had the least issues and most benefits. Each bus stop was designed to meet certain
specifications and standards, such as American with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Manual on Uniform
Control Devices (MUTCD), along with Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) recommendations.
From the overall analysis, the most ideal location was chosen and designed based on various design
elements including:






Location of bus stop along the street location
Bus stop landing area
Road markings and signs
Radii of bus turns
Accessible route of pedestrian travel

Each location will have a bus shelter placed at the site, which will meet ADA, MUTCD, and TCRP
standards and recommendations for said shelter. There were also specific guidelines provided by BTPO
which included:





Strength and durability of structure
Resistance to weather conditions, graffiti, and other forms of vandalism
Lighting at shelter, or adjacent to shelter
All-weather accessible pad

Passenger information was another factor taken into consideration for each site design. Passenger
information included:



Electronic bus messaging to show the location of buses currently in transit to location.
Transit signs placed near each bus stop that will allow passengers to easily distinguish which
routes travel through each location
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2. Transfer Station Evaluation Process
The transfer station evaluation process included the following steps:







Surveying of each location
Evaluation of multiple options in order to determine the most ideal location to place the
bus transfer station
Conceptual design of bus transfer stations
Contacting property owners where proposed transfer locations will be located
Research with Idaho Power and Century link to determine existing site utility
capabilities in order to establish power and internet services to transit shelters
Opinion of costs for each location

2.1 Survey of Location
A topographical survey was conducted at each location by the RMES survey team; the surveys were then
provided to the RMES design team to aid in the design of the transfer stations. Each drawing reflects
the elements and information from the surveys that were used for the evaluations.

2.2 Evaluation of Various Locations
In analyzing the locations, the most ideal option was chosen using recommendations of TCRP Report 19;
this report includes the following safety and operating conditions:
Safety:








Passenger protection from passing traffic
Access for people with disabilities
Landing pad area to step from/to the bus
Proximity to passenger crosswalks and curb ramps
Proximity to major trip generators
Convenient passenger transfers to routes with nearby stops
Street lighting

Operation:






Adequate curb space for the number of buses expected at the stop at one time
Impact of the bus stop on adjacent properties
Bus routing patterns (i.e. individual bus movements at an intersection)
Direction (i.e. one way) and width of intersection streets
Type of traffic controls (signal, stop, or yield)
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Volume and turning movements of other traffic (refer to Appendix F for traffic counts for
Pocatello provided by Idaho Transportation Department)
Width of sidewalks
Pedestrian activity through intersections
Proximity and traffic volumes of nearby driveways

2.3 Design of Bus Stop Transfer Stations
The design elements used to determine the most beneficial location for placement of each transfer
station include:









Location of bus stop along the street
Bus stop landing area
Road markings and signs
Lighting of area
Radii of bus turns
Accessible route of pedestrian travel
Transit shelter
Passenger information

2.3.1 Location of Bus Stop along the Street
At the locations established, the location of the transfer station along the street was evaluated, as were
the following additional aspects:








Transfer station's section, township, and range were documented
Properties that the bus stop would be encroaching upon
Whether the stop will incorporate all routes into one common stop, or two stops, one on each
side of the road.
Adequate curb space for the number of buses expected to stop at one time, based on a study
conducted by BTPO
Impact on adjacent properties
Bus routes included for this stop (all bus route maps are shown in Appendix A)
High traffic areas that may have an effect on travelers
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2.3.2 Bus Stop Landing Area
At each location, the bus stop landing area was designed based on the following AADAG bus stop
landing area size and slope requirements:


Landing Area
o “Bus stop boarding and alighting areas shall provide a clear length of 96 inches (2440
mm) minimum, measured perpendicular to the curb or vehicle roadway edge, and a
clear width of 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum, measured parallel to the vehicle
roadway" (Department of Justice, 2010) shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Dimensions of bus boarding and alighting areas (Department of Justice, 2010)


Slope
o

“Parallel to the roadway, the slope of the bus stop boarding and alighting area shall be
the same as the roadway, to the maximum extent practicable. Perpendicular to the
roadway, the slope of the bus stop boarding and alighting area shall not be steeper than
1:48 (2%)" (Department of Justice, 2010).
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2.3.3 Road Markings and Signs
Signs placed at the all bus stop locations will include the following:




Transit signs similar to the examples shown in figures 2.2 and 2.3, which will include a transit
logo, an approved bus symbol, a parking prohibition, the words BUS STOP, and an arrow.
A sign similar to the example in figure 2.4, which indicates routes available at each stop.
Each location will also have signs and road markings specific to that location, which are
discussed in detail in their respective sections.

Figure 2.2: Transit sign (U.S. Department of Transportaion Federal Highway Administration, 2009)

Figure 2.3: Typical PRT transit sign
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Figure 2.4: Transit sign route information example

2.3.4 Lighting of Area
In order to provide a safe environment for each individual passenger, each stop was evaluated to
establish whether existing conditions provided sufficient lighting for the transfer station. This was
evaluated specifically for each location, and is shown in their respective sections along with drawings
detailing the locations of lights. If needed, a 30' Beta LED streetlight will also be incorporated into
design.

2.3.5 Radius of Turn
Each stop will be designed to maintain adequate turning radii for all bus travel routes.

2.3.6 Accessible Route of Pedestrian Travel
Each stop will be designed to provide an accessible route for pedestrians to reach the bus stop.

2.3.7 Transit Shelter and Passenger Information
The transfer station for each location will include a shelter; the shelter will provide relief in times of bad
weather, protection from sun and heat, and an overall more comfortable environment for each
passenger. Each shelter will include amenities such as lights, heaters, and an electronic sign to provide
bus stop information for passengers.
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2.3.7.1 Transit Shelter Design
The transit shelter design provided by Brasco International is shown in Appendix C, and a picture similar
to the design that will be used is shown in Figure 2.7. All stops will incorporate identical shelters at each
location.

Figure 2.7: Transit shelter example (ISU Campus Location)

2.3.7.2 Transit Shelter Pad
The transit shelter dimensions (as per the design included in Appendix D) are 111.5 inches
(approximately 9.3 feet) in length, and 73 inches (approximately 6.1 ft) in width. Using these
dimensions, a transit shelter pad was incorporated into each transfer station design, as shown in
Appendix B.

2.3.7.3 Amenities and Passenger Information
Each shelter will include amenities such as lights, heaters, and an electronic sign to provide bus stop
information for passengers. These amenities will require power for lighting and heaters, along with an
internet connection for the electronic sign. The services from existing locations will be run to shelters as
shown in the conceptual drawings in Appendix B. Recommended lights (RAB WPLED13W Light), heaters
(CH-57C Fostoria Trimline Heater), and electronic signs (Daktronics AF-6300 Display, already purchased
by PRT) are shown in Figure 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 respectively. For specific information on existing power
locations provided by Idaho Power, existing internet locations provided by Century Link, recommended
lights and heaters specifications, and specifications for electronic sign refer to Appendix C.
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Figure 2.7: RAB WPLED13W Light

Figure 2.8: CH-57C Fostoria Trimline Heater

Figure 2.9: Daktronics AF-6300 Display
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2.4 Communication with Property Owners
For each stop, the properties involved were established for each location, the property owners were
contacted to provide them with a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to be signed by PRT Director
Dave Hunt, and an authorized representative of properties for the proposed conceptual bus stop
designs. The properties, along with contacts that were involved in this process (if not city owned land),
included:
1. Olympus Drive and Pocatello Creek Road
a. Cavanaughs Hospitality (Red Lion Hotels) - Approval not obtained as of date.
i. Julie Langenhiem, Director, Corporate Service and Asset Manager
b. Jacksons Food Stores
i. Jack Davis, VP of Construction
c. City of Pocatello
2. 7th Avenue and Sherman Street
a. City of Pocatello
3. Cedar Street and Warren Avenue
a. 720 Yellowstone LLC (Fred Meyer shopping area) - provided companies contract
agreement that will be required to construct bus top on property in place of MOU.
i. Tom Gibbons, Director, Real Estate Development
b. Fred Meyer Stores Inc. (Fred Meyer shopping area) - provided companies contract
agreement that will be required to construct bus stop on property place of MOU.
i. Tom Gibbons, Director, Real Estate Development
4. Moreland Avenue and Garrett Way
a. Idaho State University Federal Credit Union (ISUFCU)
i. Robert Taylor, ISU Credit Union CEO
b. MRFB LLC (Westwood Mall)
i. Jeff Ballard
Detailed information on parcels involved, memorandums of understanding (MOU), and the Fred Meyer
contract can be seen in Appendix D.

2.5 Communication with Utilities
For each stop, the availability of power and internet was provided by:



Idaho Power – contact Dave Packard
o Provided the power locations shown in Appendix C
Century Link – contact Tenille Roberts, Engineer II
o Provided internet locations shown in Appendix C.
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2.6 Opinion of Costs
For each transfer bus station, a detailed opinion of costs was calculated using various pay items. Full
spreadsheets of opinions of costs can be seen in Appendix E.
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3. Olympus Drive and Pocatello Creek
Transfer Station
The Olympus Drive and Pocatello Creek transfer station is being done at the request of BTPO, in order to
improve the conditions of existing stop. This stop would include routes B, C, and D, shown in Appendix
A. RMES evaluated several different locations to find which would be the most beneficial place to
establish the transfer station.

3.1 Locations Analyzed
Three locations were selected and analyzed to replace the existing bus stop located on Bench Road:




Option 1 was analyzed at the existing bus stop location on Pocatello Bench Road, with some
modifications; pictures of option 1 as it exists are shown in Figure 3.1.
Option 2 was analyzed at Pocatello Creek Road and Olympus Drive; pictures of option 2 as it
exists are shown in Figure 3.2.
Option 3 was analyzed on the South side of Pocatello Creek Road, east of the I-15 and Pocatello
Creek intersection; pictures of option 3 as it exists are shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.1: Pictures of existing conditions at option 1 location
(Pocatello Bench Road)
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Figure 3.2: Pictures of existing conditions at option 2 location
(Pocatello Creek Road and Olympus Drive)

Figure 3.3: Pictures of existing conditions at option 3 location
(Pocatello Creek Road)
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3.1.1 Option 1 - Pocatello Bench Road (Modification of Existing Location)
At this location, two stops, one on each side of the road, would remain in place. If the stop remains at
this location, we recommend restriping the road on the east side of Bench Road, in order to create a
stop that is outside of the traffic flow. The bus stop located on the east side of Bench Road would
include a shelter; the stop on the west side of the road would remain as it exists currently. Before and
after drawings are shown in Figure 3.4, and Figure 3.5, respectively.

Figure 3.4: Before picture of option 1
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Figure 3.5: After picture of option 1
Positives:


(+)

More centralized location than other options

Negatives:


(-)

The grade of the road is does not meet requirements for people with disabilities



(-)

Creates an irregular traffic flow



(-)

The stop on the west side of street impedes traffic flow



(-)

Requires two stops and one shelter



(-)

Mid-block location is less safe because it promotes mid-block pedestrian crossings

Due to the various issues and minimal benefits, this location was deemed the least suitable area to place
the transfer station.
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3.1.2 Option 2 - Pocatello Creek and Olympus Drive (East of Jacksons
Food Stores)
At this location, all bus routes will be consolidated into one stop, and will have access to bus shelter. It
would be located on Olympus Drive, south of Pocatello Creek Road. The transfer station would be
constructed off the main road, and include a pull out station. Before and after figures are shown in
Figure 3.6, and Figure 3.7, respectively.

Figure 3.6: Before picture of option 2
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Figure 3.7: After picture of option 2
Positives:


(+)

Stop will integrate with existing Salt Lake Express stops already using this
location



(+)

One stop accommodates both sides for all routes, making travel easier on passengers



(+)

Handicap accessible



(+)

All passengers can benefit from location



(+)

Off busy roads (safer for travelers)



(+)

Pull out station will not impede traffic flow

Negatives:


(-)

Would need to be partially constructed on privately owned land

Due to the minimal issues and various benefits, this area was chosen as the best location to place the
transfer station.
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3.1.3 Option 3 - Pocatello Creek Road (east of I-15 and Pocatello Creek
intersection)
At this location, all bus routes will be consolidated into one stop, and will have access to bus shelter. It
would be located on the south side of Pocatello Creek, east of the I-15 and Pocatello Creek intersection.
The transfer station would be constructed as a pull off station off the main road. Before and after figures
are shown in Figure 3.8, and Figure 3.9, respectively.

Figure 3.8: Before picture of option 3
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Figure 3.9: After picture of option 3
Positives:


(+)

Located on Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) land only
 Chuck Heisler at ITD was contacted for proposed stop. A more detailed analysis
is needed for approval, and will be performed if Option 2 is eliminated.



(+)

A common stop for all routes makes travel easier on passengers



(+)

Pull off station will not impede traffic flow

Negatives:


(-)

Bus routes traveling westbound would have to re-route to access stop



(-)

Bus stop would be located in a high traffic area



(-)

Mid-block location is less safe since it promotes mid-block pedestrian crossings

This option was discussed with Idaho Transportation Department and is the alternate location to place
the bus transfer station if issues with Cavanaugh's Hospitality are not resolved.
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3.2 Design Elements
The transfer station chosen (Option 2) will be designed to better handle the passenger population at this
location, and make for a more comfortable and safe environment for travelers. The design elements for
this transfer station, as listed in Section 2.2, are as follows.

3.2.1 Location of Bus Stop along the Street Location
The preferred location will be south of Pocatello Creek Road, on the west side of Olympus Drive, east of
Jacksons Food Stores, in section 13, township 6 south, range 34 east. Construction of this stop will be
performed on private land owned by Cavanaugh’s Hospitality and Jacksons Food Stores, and Olympus
Drive Right of Way, which is owned by the City of Pocatello. Shelter will be located adjacent to curb in
front of bus stop, with adequate proximity to passenger crosswalks and curb ramps, as shown in
Appendix B.
All routes will be transferring at this location, resulting in no stop on the opposite side of the road. Based
on a study conducted by BTPO, there will be adequate curb space for the number of buses expected to
stop at one time; this includes Salt Lake Express buses. The impact on adjacent properties includes:



Easier access to public transportation for hotel residents at Red Lion Hotel
A higher volume of customers for nearby businesses (i.e. hotels, Jacksons, and Jack in the Box)

The high traffic area at the intersection of Pocatello Creek Road and Olympus Drive north of the transfer
station will have an effect on travelers.

3.2.2 Bus Stop Landing Area
The landing pad is a length of 10 feet (120 inches) and width of 5 feet (72 inches), with a slope that will
be feasible to maintain less than 2% based on grading shown in Appendix B. These parameters meet the
requirements specified in Section 2.2.2.

3.2.3 Road Markings and Signs
Along with the transit sign specified in section 2.2.3, a Red Lion Hotel sign will be placed on the median
that will be constructed at location. Road markings will include:




Crosswalk, turn lane directional arrows, and BUS ONLY marking placed on the west side of the
Pocatello Creek and Olympus Drive intersection
Crosswalk placed at the entry-way of the Jacksons Food Stores
A solid line to distinguish bus only lane

These are based on guidelines set by MUTCD (U.S. Department of Transportaion Federal Highway
Administration, 2009). Placement of the signs and road markings are shown in Appendix B.
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3.2.4 Lighting of Area
To provide adequate lighting for the bus stop, existing lighting along with the incorporation of a transit
shelter light will be sufficient and are located at the site as shown in Figure 3.10; refer to Section 2.2.7.3
for more information.

Figure 3.10: Locations of lighting
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3.2.5 Bus Turning Templates
The stop was designed to maintain adequate turning radii for all buses, shown in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Radii of turn
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3.2.6 Accessible Route of Pedestrian Travel
The accessible routes for pedestrians to reach the bus stop is shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Accessible route of pedestrian travel

3.2.7 Transit Shelter Design, Shelter Pad, Amenities, and Passenger
Information
The transfer station for this location includes a shelter, which will provide relief in times of bad weather
and a more comfortable environment for each passenger. The transit shelter will be placed on a transit
shelter pad measuring 132 inches (11 feet) in length, and 96 inches (8 feet) in width. These are shown in
detailed drawings included in Appendix B. The shelter will provide amenities including lights, heaters,
and an electronic sign to provide bus stop information for passengers. For a detailed drawing of the
transit shelter, and more information on the transit shelter pad, amenities, and passenger information,
refer to section 2.2.7 and Appendix C.

3.3 Opinion of Costs
An opinion of costs was calculated and is shown in detail in Appendix E. The total estimated cost for the
transfer station is $115,294.66.
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4. 7th Avenue and Sherman Street
Transfer Station
The 7th Avenue and Sherman Street transfer station is being done at the request of BTPO to improve
conditions of existing stop. This stop includes routes A, B, D, and E shown in Appendix A. RMES
evaluated several different locations to find the most beneficial location to establish the transfer station.

4.1 Locations Analyzed
Two locations were analyzed to replace the existing bus stop located on 7th Avenue and Sherman Street.



Option 1 was analyzed at the existing bus stop, located on the north corner of 7th Avenue and
Sherman Street. Pictures of option 1 as it exists are shown in Figure 4.1.
Option 2 was analyzed at the existing bus stop, located on the west side of 7th Avenue. Pictures
of option 2 as it exists are shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.1: Pictures of existing conditions at option 1 location
North corner of 7th Avenue and Sherman Street
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Figure 4.2: Pictures of existing conditions at option 2 location
West side of 7th Avenue (behind Idaho liquor dispensary)
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4.1.1 Option 1 - North Corner of 7th Avenue and Sherman Street
At this location, all bus routes will be consolidated into one stop, and will have access to a bus shelter. It
will be constructed on the corner of 7th Avenue and Sherman Street. The transfer station would be
constructed off the main road, and would include a pull out station. Crosswalks will be placed at
location to provide easier access to the stop. Sidewalk will be constructed on the west side of the
baseball field that is near the bus stop, along with a pedestrian ramp to be placed at 8th Avenue and
Custer Street. These can be seen in detail in Appendix B. Before and after figures are shown in Figure
4.3, and Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.3: Before picture of 7th Avenue and Sherman Street
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Figure 4.4: After picture of option 1
Positives:


(+)

A common stop for all routes makes travel easier on passengers



(+)

Pull off station will not impede traffic flow

Negatives:


(-)

Takes away from existing park land



(-)

Further away from highest traffic generators than existing stops for ISU

Due to the minimal issues and various benefits, this area was chosen as the location to place the
transfer station.
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4.1.2 Option 2 - West Side of North 7th Avenue
At this location, two stops, one on each side of the road, would remain in place. A stop would be
constructed in the parking lot behind the State Liquor Dispensary, on City of Pocatello owned land, and
would include a shelter. The other stop would remain on the opposite side of the street, at the existing
location, with no modifications. Before and after figures are shown in figures 4.3 and 4.5.

Figure 4.5: After picture of option 2
Positives:


(+)

Pull out location will not impede traffic flow

Negatives:


(-)

Restricts parking for businesses on City of Pocatello owned land



(-)

Turning radii to enter and exit stops is not ideal



(-)

Only one bus shelter located at site

Due to the various issues and limited benefits, this location was deemed the least suitable area to place
the transfer station.
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4.2 Design Elements
The transfer station chosen (Option 1) will be designed to better handle the passenger population at this
location, and make for a more comfortable and safe environment for travelers. The design elements for
this transfer station, as listed in Section 2.2, are as follows.

4.2.1 Location of Bus Stop along the Street Location
The preferred location will be on the corner of 7th Avenue and Sherman Street, in section 26, township 6
south, range 34 east. Construction of stop will be performed on City of Pocatello owned land. Stop will
be located adjacent to curb in front of bus shelter, with adequate proximity to passenger crosswalks and
curb ramps as shown in Appendix B.
All routes will transfer at this location, resulting in no stop on the opposite side of the road. Based on a
study conducted by BTPO, there will be adequate curb space for the number of buses expected to stop
at one time. There will be no significant affects on adjacent properties due to the stop being placed at
the existing location.

4.2.2 Bus Stop Landing Area
The landing pad is a length of 10 feet (120 inches) and width of 5 feet (72 inches), with a slope that will
be feasible to maintain less than 2% based on grading shown in Appendix B. These parameters meet the
requirements specified in Section 2.2.2.

4.2.3 Road Markings and Signs
In addition to the transit sign specified in section 2.2.3 road markings will include:




Crosswalks will be placed at the east and south sides of the 7th Avenue and Sherman Street
intersection
A stop bar
BUS ONLY marking.

These are based on guidelines set by MUTCD (U.S. Department of Transportaion Federal Highway
Administration, 2009). Placement of the signs and road markings are shown in Appendix B.
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4.2.4 Lighting of Area
A 30' Beta LED light will be placed at location, along with the transit shelter light (described in detail in
section 2.2.4 and Appendix C) in order to provide adequate lighting. Figure 4.6 shows the locations of
existing and proposed streetlights.

Figure 4.6: Locations of lighting
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4.2.5 Bus Turning Templates
The stop was designed to maintain adequate turning radii for all buses, shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Radii of Turn
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4.2.6 Accessible Route of Pedestrian Travel
The accessible routes for pedestrians to reach the bus stop is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Accessible route of pedestrian travel

4.2.7 Transit Shelter Design, Shelter Pad, and Passenger Information
The transfer station for this location includes a shelter, which will provide relief in times of bad weather
and a more comfortable environment for each passenger. The transit shelter will be placed on a transit
shelter pad measuring 132 inches (11 feet) in length, and 96 inches (8 feet) in width. These are shown in
detailed drawings included in Appendix B. The shelter will provide amenities including lights, heaters,
and an electronic sign to provide bus stop information for passengers. For a detailed drawing of the
transit shelter, and more information on the transit shelter pad, amenities, and passenger information,
refer to section 2.2.7 and Appendix C.

4.3 Opinion of Costs
An opinion of costs was calculated and is shown in detail in Appendix E. The total estimated cost for the
transfer station is $97,013.53.
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5. Cedar Street and Warren Avenue
Transfer Station
The Cedar Street and Warren Avenue transfer station is being done at the request of BTPO to improve
conditions of existing stop. This stop includes routes A, B, C, and E shown in Appendix A. RMES
evaluated several different locations to find the most beneficial location to establish the transfer station.

5.1 Locations Analyzed
Two locations were analyzed to replace the existing bus stop located on Cedar Street and Warren
Avenue.



Option 1 was analyzed in the Fred Meyer parking lot area, southwest of the Fred Meyer
shopping center. Pictures of option 1 as it exists are shown in Figure 5.1.
Option 2 was analyzed in the Fred Meyer parking lot area, south of Fred Meyer shopping center.
Pictures of option 2 as it exists are shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.1: Pictures of existing conditions at option 1 location
(Southwest of Fred Meyer shopping center)
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Figure 5.2: Pictures of existing conditions at option 2 location
(South of Fred Meyer shopping center)
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5.1.1 Option 1 - Fred Meyer Parking Lot (Southwest of Fred Meyer
Shopping Center)
At this location, all bus routes will be consolidated into one stop, and will have access to a bus shelter. It
will be constructed on the north side of Cedar Street, west of the existing bus stop location. It would be
located in the Fred Meyer parking lot area southwest of Fred Meyer shopping area. Before and after
figures are shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

Figure 5.3: Before picture of Cedar Street and Warren Avenue
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Figure 5.4: After picture of option 1
Positives:


(+)

Pull out location will not impede traffic flow



(+)

A common stop for all routes makes travel easier on passengers

Negatives:


(-)

Restricts parking for businesses located in the Fred Meyer shopping area

This location was deemed the least suitable area to place the transfer station.
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5.1.2 Option 2 - Fred Meyer Parking Lot (South of Fred Meyer Shopping
Center)
At this location, all bus routes will be consolidated into one stop, and will have access to a bus shelter. It
will be constructed on the north side of Cedar Street, at the existing bus stop location. It would be
located in the Fred Meyer parking lot area, south of Fred Meyer shopping area. Before and after figures
are shown in figures 5.3 and 5.5, respectively.

Figure 5.5: After picture of option 2
Positives:


(+)

Pull out location will not impede traffic flow



(+)

A common stop for all routes makes travel easier on passengers

Negatives:


(-)

None

This was chosen as the most suitable location to place the transfer station.
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5.2 Design Elements
The transfer station chosen (Option 2) will be designed to better handle the passenger population at this
location, and make for a more comfortable and safe environment for travelers. The design elements for
this transfer station, as listed in Section 2.2, are as follows.

5.2.1 Location of Bus Stop along the Street Location
The preferred location will be located at the existing location on the north side of Cedar Street, in
section 23, township 6 south, range 34 east. Construction of stop will be performed on land owned by
the City of Pocatello and bye 720 Yellowstone LLC owned land. Stop will be located adjacent to curb in
front of bus shelter, with adequate proximity to passenger crosswalks and curb ramps as shown in
Appendix B.
All routes will transfer at this location, resulting in no stop on the opposite side of the road. Based on a
study conducted by BTPO, there will be adequate curb space for the number of buses expected to stop
at one time. The affect on adjacent properties will include:


Vehicles traveling westbound through the parking lot area with have no through way at the
south end of the Fred Meyer shopping area

5.2.2 Bus Stop Landing Area
The landing pad is a length of 10 feet (120 inches) and width of 5 feet (72 inches), with a slope that will
be feasible to maintain less than 2% based on grading shown in Appendix B. These parameters meet the
requirements specified in Section 2.2.2.

5.2.3 Road Markings and Signs
In addition to the transit sign specified in section 2.2.3 road markings will include:





Crosswalks
A stop bar with stop marking
BUS ONLY marking will be placed at the location
Diagonal striping at the center point of the landing placed across throughway.

These are based on guidelines set by MUTCD (U.S. Department of Transportaion Federal Highway
Administration, 2009). Placement of the signs and road markings are shown in Appendix B.
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5.2.4 Lighting of Area
To provide adequate lighting for the bus stop, existing lighting along with the incorporation of a transit
shelter light will be sufficient and are located at the site as shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Locations of lighting
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5.2.5 Bus Turning Templates
The stop was designed to maintain adequate turning radii for all buses, shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Radii of turn
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5.2.6 Accessible Route of Pedestrian Travel
The accessible routes for pedestrians to reach the bus stop is shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Accessible route of pedestrian travel

5.2.7 Transit Shelter Design, Shelter Pad, Amenities, and Passenger
Information
The transfer station for this location includes a shelter, which will provide relief in times of bad weather
and a more comfortable environment for each passenger. The transit shelter will be placed on a transit
shelter pad measuring 132 inches (11 feet) in length, and 96 inches (8 feet) in width. These are shown in
detailed drawings included in Appendix B. The shelter will provide amenities including lights, heaters,
and an electronic sign to provide bus stop information for passengers. For a detailed drawing of the
transit shelter, and more information on the transit shelter pad, amenities, and passenger information,
refer to section 2.2.7 and Appendix C.

5.3 Opinion of Costs
An opinion of costs was calculated and is shown in detail in Appendix E. The total estimated cost for the
transfer station is $37,634.40.
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6. Moreland Avenue and Garrett Way
Transfer Station
The Moreland Avenue and Garrett Way transfer station is being at the request of BTPO to improve
conditions of existing stop. . This stop includes routes A, B, C and E, as shown in Appendix A. RMES
evaluated several different locations to find the most ideal location to establish the transfer station.

6.1 Locations Analyzed
Two locations were analyzed to replace the existing bus stop located on Moreland Avenue and Garrett
Way.



Option 1 was analyzed at the existing location of Moreland Avenue and Garrett Way. Pictures of
option 1 as it exists are shown in Figure 6.1.
Option 2 was analyzed in the Westwood Mall parking lot area, northeast of ISU Federal Credit
Union. Pictures of option 2 as it exists are shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.1: Pictures of option 1 - existing
(Moreland Avenue and Garrett Way)
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Figure 6.2: Pictures of option 2 - existing
(Westwood Mall parking lot area northeast of ISU Federal Credit Union)
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6.1.1 Option 1 - Moreland Ave. and Garrett Way (Modification of Existing
Location)
At this location, two stops - one on each side of the road - would remain in place. If the stop remained at
this location, a pull out station would be constructed on the west side of Moreland Avenue. The stop on
the east side of the road would remain as it exists currently. Before and after conceptual drawings are
shown in Figure 6.3, and Figure 6.4, respectively.

Figure 6.3: Before picture of option 1
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Figure 6.4: After picture of option 1
Positives:


(+)

Pull out location will not impede traffic flow on west side of the street.

Negatives:


(-)
Having bus stops on each side of road causes problems accessing the bus across the rod
for transfer buses



(-)

The stop on the East side of street impedes traffic flow



(-)

The stop will be partially located on privately owned land



(-)

Only one bus shelter located at location

Due to the various issues and minimal benefits, this location was deemed the least suitable area to place
the transfer station.
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6.1.2 Option 2 - Westwood Mall Parking Lot Area
At this location, all bus routes will be consolidated into one stop, and will have access to bus shelter. It
would be located in the Westwood Mall/ISU FCU parking lot, northeast of ISUFCU. The transfer station
would be constructed with a pull out station for the bus to load passengers. Before and after figures are
shown in Figure 6.5, and Figure 6.6, respectively.

Figure 6.5: Before picture of option 2
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Figure 6.6: After picture of option 2
Positives:


(+)

Off road location will not impede traffic flow



(+)

A common stop for all routes makes travel easier on passengers

Negatives:


(-)

Located on privately owned land

This was chosen as the most suitable location to place the transfer station.
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6.2 Design Elements
The transfer station chosen (Option 2) will be designed to better handle the passenger population at this
location, and make for a more comfortable and safe environment for travelers. The design elements for
this transfer station, as listed in Section 2.2, are as follows.

6.2.1 Location of Bus Stop along the Street Location
The preferred location will be in the Westwood Mall/ISU FCU parking lot, northeast of ISU FCU, in
section 22, township 6 south, range 34 east. Construction of stop will be performed on private land,
owned by MRFB LLC and Pocatello Teachers Federal. Stop will be located adjacent to curb in front of bus
shelter, with adequate proximity to passenger crosswalks and curb ramps as shown in Appendix B.
All routes will transfer at this location, resulting in no stop on the opposite side of the road. Based on a
study conducted by BTPO, there will be adequate curb space for the number of buses expected to stop
at one time.

6.2.2 Bus Stop Landing Area
The landing pad is a length of 10 feet (120 inches) and width of 5 feet (72 inches), with a slope that will
be feasible to maintain less than 2% based on grading shown in Appendix B. These parameters meet the
requirements specified in Section 2.2.2.

6.2.3 Road Markings and Signs
In addition to the transit sign specified in section 2.2.3 road markings will include:





Crosswalks
A stop bar with stop marking
BUS ONLY marking
Striping for the bus pull out station.

These are based on guidelines set by MUTCD (U.S. Department of Transportaion Federal Highway
Administration, 2009). Placement of the signs and road markings are shown in Appendix B.
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6.2.4 Lighting of Area
A 30' Beta LED light will be placed at location, along with the transit shelter light (described in detail in
section 2.2.4 and Appendix C) in order to provide adequate lighting. Figure 6.7 shows the locations of
existing and proposed streetlights.

Figure 6.7: Locations of lighting
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6.2.5 Bus Turning Templates
The stop was designed to maintain adequate turning radii for all buses, shown in Figure 6.8 and 6.9.

Figure 6.8: Radii of turn (routes traveling north)

Figure 6.9: Radii of turn (routes traveling south)
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6.2.6 Accessible Route of Pedestrian Travel
The accessible route(s) for pedestrians to reach the bus stop is shown in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10: Accessible route(s) of pedestrian travel

6.2.7 Transit Shelter Design, Shelter Pad, Amenities, and Passenger
Information
The transfer station for this location includes a shelter, which will provide relief in times of bad weather
and a more comfortable environment for each passenger. The transit shelter will be placed on a transit
shelter pad measuring 132 inches (11 feet) in length, and 96 inches (8 feet) in width. These are shown in
detailed drawings included in Appendix B. The shelter will provide amenities including lights, heaters,
and an electronic sign to provide bus stop information for passengers. For a detailed drawing of the
transit shelter, and more information on the transit shelter pad, amenities, and passenger information,
refer to section 2.2.7 and Appendix C.

6.3 Opinion of Costs
An opinion of costs was calculated and is shown in detail in Appendix E. The total estimated cost for the
transfer station is $45,591.18.
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7. Conclusion
For each of the four locations, a transfer station location was established and designed with an in depth
analysis to provide for better comfort, safety, shelter, and passenger information for each individual
passenger that travels by bus transit. The transfer station opinions of costs were evaluated based on the
conceptual designs produced by RMES and were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Olympus Drive and Pocatello Creek:
7th Ave and Sherman Street:
Cedar Street and Warren Street:
Moreland Avenue and Garret Way:

$ 115,294.66
$ 97,013.53
$ 37,634.40
$ 45,591.18
Total: $ 295,533.77

Each site was designed and met certain specifications and standards such as ADA, MUTCD, and AASHTO.
The Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) recommendations were used to aid in the design of
each transfer station.
Each location will have a bus shelter placed at the site; each shelter will meet the design standards for
said shelter, and will provide for protection from the environment along with a better travel experience
for passengers.
Passenger information was another factor taken into consideration and put in place for each bus stop.
Each site will provide information to passengers that will allow them to easily distinguish what routes
travel through each bus stop location.
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